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where these quantities should be larger than at $P > P_{cr}$, away from the stability region of the liquid. It is also possible that the superfluid transition temperature $T_{cr}$ is considerably lower than 1 K at high $P$, where superfluidity may concern only a fraction of a monolayer. Unfortunately, to work with a single GB while varying the temperature and $P$ is not easy. One should also study the effect of $^3$He impurities because these should adsorb on GBs and modify their superfluid properties.

Let us finally consider the values of $\rho$ and $\nu$ found in torsional oscillator experiments ($1$–$5$). If the superflow occurs along the GBs in these experiments as well, $\nu$ needs to decrease sharply from meters per second at $P_m$ to micrometers per second above $P_{cr}$. This is possible if the thickness of GBs also decreases as a function of $P$. A 1% superfluid density can be achieved with one GB every 100 $\epsilon$. We have found that, when growing crystals above 1.8 K from normal liquid helium, as is usually the case when using the blocked capillary method of KC and others, the growth is dendritic and the solid sample is snowball-like, in which the density of defects is so large that it strongly scatters light [see photograph in ($5$)]. It is also possible that KC’s experiment is insensitive to annealing because GBs are more strongly pinned in their cell. If GBs are close to each other, elastic interactions might couple them and mimic phase coherence. As a final note, we mention that KC observed that $\rho(P)$ increases up to 55 bars before decreasing at higher $P$. The increase could be due to an increasing number of GBs and the decrease to the vanishing of superfluidity around 200 bars ($29$).
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Detection, Stimulation, and Inhibition of Neuronal Signals with High-Density Nanowire Transistor Arrays

Fernando Patolsky,1* Brian P. Timko,1* Guihua Yu,1 Ying Fang,1 Andrew B. Greytak,1 Gengfeng Zheng,1 Charles M. Lieber1,2†

We report electrical properties of hybrid structures consisting of arrays of nanowire field-effect transistors integrated with the individual axons and dendrites of live mammalian neurons, where each nanoscale junction can be used for spatially resolved, highly sensitive detection, stimulation, and/or inhibition of neuronal signal propagation. Arrays of nanowire-neuron junctions enable simultaneous measurement of the rate, amplitude, and shape of signals propagating along individual axons and dendrites. The configuration of nanowire-axon junctions in arrays, as both inputs and outputs, makes possible controlled studies of partial to complete inhibition of signal propagation by both local electrical and chemical stimuli. In addition, nanowire-axon junction arrays were integrated and tested at a level of at least 50 “artificial synapses” per neuron.

Electrophysiological measurements made with micropipette electrodes and microfabricated electrode arrays play an important role in understanding signal propagation through individual neurons and neuronal networks (1–5). Micropipette electrodes can stimulate and record intracellular and extracellular potentials in vitro and in vivo with relatively large sizes (~10 $\mu$m and larger on edge), and their interelectrode spacing (~10 $\mu$m) has precluded detection and stimulation of neuronal activity at the level of individual axons and/or dendrites. For a FET array to be used to stimulate, inhibit, and record neuronal signals from numerous locations along the neuronal projections and cell body, the gate dimensions should ideally be on the nanometer scale, and appropriate contact between the neuron and the array must be made. Silicon nanowire (SiNW) FETs (15) have been used to detect chemical and biological species (even single virus particles) in solution (16–19). We show that we can pattern arrays of SiNW FETs on a substrate and passivate the arrays such that they will function in cell-culture media. Polylysine patterning allowed us to direct the growth of rat neurons to ensure that numerous SiNW FET contacts were made to the same neuron, rather than rely on fortuitous overlap. Because the contact length along an
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axon or dendrite projection crossing a NW is only on the order of 20 nm, these devices are highly local and noninvasive probes of neuronal projections. Notably, the typical active junction area for devices, about 0.01 to 0.02 μm², is three orders of magnitude smaller than microfabricated electrodes and planar FETs. The small hybrid junction sizes, which are similar to natural synapses, offer important advantages compared with other electrophysiological methods, including spatially resolved detection of signals without complications of averaging extracellular potential changes over a large percentage of a given neuron and integration of multiple elements on the axon and dendrite projections from a single neuron.

Our strategy for preparing SiNW-neuron devices involves assembly of oriented p- and/or n-type SiNWs (18, 20, 21), interconnection into FET device array structures (18, 22), patterning polylysine as an adhesion and growth factor to define neuron cell growth (23, 24) with respect to the device elements, and growing neurons under standard conditions (25). There are several features of the fabrication that are critical to the success of our approach. First, the metal-SiNW contacts must be passivated, because these readily corrode and fail during the relatively harsh conditions of cell culture and subsequent measurement. We developed a simple yet reliable single-step lithography process using an undercut multilayer resist and sequential line-of-sight metal and isotropic silicon nitride passivation layer depositions. Devices prepared in this manner survived continuous cell-culture conditions at 37°C for at least 10 days with >90% yield.

Second, we achieved a high yield of specific SiNW-neuron structures by using a second lithography step to pattern polylysine to define square regions 30 to 60 μm on edge that promote cell body adhesion and projected ~2-μm-wide lines that help to define subsequent neurite growth (Fig. 1A). Under growth conditions, cell suspensions were transferred to patterned chips for ~1 hour of incubation, washed to remove excess cells from regions other than polylysine pattern, and then incubated for an additional 4 to 8 days to allow for neuronal growth (25). This overall approach allowed us to vary the addressable NW interdevice separations down to at least 100 nm (24) and create a range of device array geometries that varied the number and spatial location of the SiNW junctions with respect to the cell body and neurite projections. We could also incorporate electronically distinct p- and n-type elements in well-defined positions.

Optical images of a representative one-neuron/one-NW device from an array (Fig. 1, B and C, and fig. S1) showed the expected 1:1 hybrid live-cell NW device with selective growth of the axon, verified by marker-specific fluorescence labeling and multicolor confocal microscopy (25). Analysis of this and additional chips indicates yields in excess of 90%, where clean patterning of polylysine and attachment of isolated live cells were critical factors.

We elicited action potential spikes using either a conventional glass microelectrode impaled at the soma or the SiNW-axon contact. In either case, we recorded the intracellular potential (IC) and conductance at the microelectrode and NW FET, respectively. All of the electrical experiments reported in this work were carried out at 37°C with chips submerged in electrophysiology bath solution (26), and stable NW measurements can be made for at least 24 hours. Figure 1D shows the direct temporal correlation between the potential spikes initiated in the soma and the corresponding conductance peaks measured by the SiNW at the NW-axon junction. Expanded plots of single peaks exhibit shapes characteristic of neuronal action potentials. The direct correlation of the NW conductance peak with intracellular (IC) potential peak is expected for a p-type NW (these devices), because the relative potential at the outer membrane becomes more negative and then more positive (opposite to the measured IC potential) and causes an accumulation of carriers (enhanced conductance) followed by a depletion of carriers (reduced conductance), respectively (16, 26). Devices with n-type SiNWs [fig. S2 and supporting online material (SOM) text] showed signals that were negatively correlated. Moreover, the magnitude of the conductance change is consistent with estimates based on SiNW FET device properties and the range of axon diameters that form the NW-axon junctions (25).

Control experiments showed that IC stimulation with higher frequency action potential spikes resulted in correspondence between the potential spikes initiated in the soma and the conductance peaks measured by the NW (fig. S3). Also, no conductance spikes were detected after blocking voltage-dependent sodium channels with tetrodotoxin (TTX) (fig. S4A) (8, 27), after severing the axon anterior to the NW-axon junction (fig. S4B), or when the SiNW element was absent in the same axon-electrode geometry (fig. S4C). In addition, NW-soma hybrid structures allow detection of signals at the soma (fig. S5).

NW devices were used to apply biphasic excitatory pulse sequences (Fig. 1E) to create detectable somatic action potential spikes in 86% of the trials, which is similar to the yield achieved with microelectrodes interfaced with entire cells (14). The stimulation process was carried out at least 30 times over a 4-hour period without loss of potential spikes or cell viability (fig. S6A) and thus shows that the excitation, which could involve reversible electroporation or capacitive coupling (5, 11, 28), does not damage the neurons. The excitation shows a threshold of about 0.4 V and no potential spikes in the presence of TTX or the absence of the SiNW (fig. S6B). In addition, single SiNWs can be used for simultaneous stimulation and detection (fig. S6C).

We next assembled hybrid structures that consisted of a central cell body and four peripheral SiNWs arranged at the corners of a rectangle; polylysine patterning promoted neu-
rite growth across these elements. A representative optical image (Fig. 2A) shows one NW-axon and two NW-dendrite elements at positions 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Stimulation of action potential spikes in the soma yields correlated conductance peaks in the NW-axon (NW1) and NW-dendrite (NW2 and NW3) devices (Fig. 2B), but no signal was observed in a good detector (NW4) that had no visible neurite overlap.

This multi-NW–neurite array was then used to study spike propagation in the absence of the IC microelectrode with NW1 as a local input to elicit action potential spikes from the axon rather than the cell body. After stimulation with a biphasic pulse sequence (Fig. 2C), we detected back-propagation of the elicited action potential in the two dendrites crossing elements NW2 and NW3. The lack of observed signal from NW4 demonstrates the absence of cross-talk in the hybrid device array.

A linear array of four-NW FETs, a gap, and five-NW FETs was used to investigate simultaneous and temporally resolved propagation and back-propagation of action potential spikes in axons and dendrites, respectively. Optical images (Fig. 2D) revealed that the specific polarity of growth (e.g., axon across the four- or five-FET array) is not controlled but is readily identified by the faster growing projection (the axon) during culture and subsequently by electrical response and postmeasurement fluorescent imaging. On a given “chip,” we fabricated ~20 of the repeating NW array structures, and after low-density neuron adsorption and growth, we obtained a yield of ~80% hybrid structures per chip. We then simultaneously detected the conductance output from NWs after IC stimulation at the soma and found that stimulation of action potential spikes in the soma yielded correlated conductance peaks in NW elements that form the NW-axon and NW-dendrite junctions (Fig. 2E).

These data demonstrate several key points. First, seven of the nine independently addressable NW-neurite junctions yield reproducible conductance spikes correlated with IC stimulation. Higher yields of functioning elements have also been achieved, although this ~80% yield still leaves three and four spatially defined local detectors on the dendrite and axon, respectively.

While previous studies using glass microelectrodes have recorded spike propagation in axons and dendrites (6, 7, 27, 29), axon and dendrite propagation has not been measured simultaneously, nor has the same level or recording points been achieved (although it has been demonstrated that measurements can be taken at multiple points by moving a single-pipette probe (27, 29)).

Second, a comparison of high-resolution conductance-time data (Fig. 2F) demonstrates that the propagation delay of spikes in the dendrite and axon after initiation in the soma can be resolved, and moreover, shows a clear peak reduction and temporal spreading in the...
dendrite, measured by elements 6 to 9, and little change in the axon, recorded by elements 1 to 5. These latter observations are consistent with passive and active propagation mechanisms, respectively \((30, 31)\). By using the first NW (i.e., NW1 and NW6) in each neurite as references, we calculated (Fig. 2G) signal propagation rates of 0.16 m/s for dendrites and 0.43 m/s for axons. In trials with different neurites, we found these rates to have Gaussian distributions of 0.15 ± 0.04 (±SD) and 0.46 ± 0.06 m/s for dendrites and axons, respectively (Fig. 2H); these data are comparable to reported propagation rates measured by conventional electrophysiological \((32)\) and optical \((33–35)\) methods.

Hybrid structures consisting of five independent NW-axon elements (Fig. 3A) were fabricated and used to study the effects of local electrical and chemical inputs on signal propagation. We initially configured the middle NW-axon junction, NW3, as a variable potential input and used the other four NWs elements to record temporally resolved spike propagation after IC stimulation. A comparison of the time-resolved spikes recorded from NW1 and NW5 for input voltages of 0 and 0.4 V (Fig. 3B) shows that there is well-defined slowing of the propagation speed and reduction of the peak amplitude when \(V(NW3) = 0.4\) V. Systematic inhibition and ultimately complete blocking of propagation was observed as the input voltage on NW3 is increased to 0.9 V (Fig. 3C). Indeed, if any one of the first four NW inputs is set at or above the blocking threshold of 0.9 V, no signal propagation is detected at NW5 (Fig. S7). The spike amplitude recorded at NW5 was monotonically reduced with increasing input voltage, although no change is observed in the amplitude at NW1, which is equidistant from the input, NW3 (Fig. 3C). These results suggest that mode of action is localized at a given NW-axon input and is consistent with local anodic hyperpolarization of the membrane at NW-axon synapses. This polarization inhibits and ultimately blocks the propagation of action potential spikes \((36, 37)\). In a similar manner, the effects of local chemical inputs, such as TTX, on signal propagation were characterized (SOM text and fig. S8).

Our approach can be readily extended to highly integrated systems. We designed and fabricated a repeating structure that consists of 50 addressable NW-axon elements. This structure was chosen to show the capability of single-cell hybrid structures at much higher density of nanoelectronics devices but could be readily reconfigured, for example, into structures with different geometries, NW-device spacing, and/or multiple cells. An optical image (Fig. 4A) shows that well-aligned neuron growth was achieved. Electrical transport measurements made after neuron growth demonstrate a high yield of good NW FET devices: 43 out of 50 devices had conductance values from 550 to 870 nS. Notably, IC stimulation of action potentials in the soma yields a mapping of the spike propagation by the 43 working devices over the ~500-μm-long axon (Fig. 4B). These data exhibit little decay in peak amplitude from NW1 to NW49 (inset, Fig. 4B), which is consistent with the active propagation process. We fabricated structures containing 150 devices with an interdevice distance of only 400 nm and also successfully used this as a platform for directed neuronal growth (fig. S9).

We believe that the demonstration of largescale integration of reproducible functional hybrid NW-neuron junctions has a variety of applications. These local NW-neurite junctions enable diverse and controllable multisite inputs while simultaneously mapping signal flow with high spatial and temporal resolution. These capabilities could be used to investigate multiple NW inputs and outputs to a single soma and to study synaptic processing in neural networks \((38, 39)\) with NW-neurite junctions used to reversibly inhibit or stop signal propagation along specific pathways while simultaneously mapping signal flow in dendrites and axons in the network. Second, the demonstrated reproducibility of the NW-cell devices and ability to integrate these hybrid structures on chips in a multicell array format has implications for developing flexible real-time cellular assays, for example, for drug discovery and testing. Last, the NW-neurite junctions can be applied to hybrid circuits where one might integrate different signals with a neuron and subsequently explore nanoelectronic circuit responses, as well as interfaces to implanted devices.

**References and Notes**
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**Fig. 4.** Highly integrated NW-neuron devices. (A) Optical image of aligned axon crossing an array of 50 NW devices with a 10-μm interdevice spacing. (B) Electrical data from the 50-device array shown above. The yield of functional devices is 86%. The peak latency from NW1 (top arrow) to NW49 (bottom arrow) was 1060 μs.
Discrete Sandwich Compounds of Monolayer Palladium Sheets
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Despite the abundance of “sandwich” complexes, in which two cyclic aromatic hydrocarbon ligands flank a metal center, this motif has not been extended to sheets of multiple metal atoms. We prepared and isolated two such compounds. In the first, three palladium centers form a planar triangular array, capped by chlorides, between two cycloheptatrienyl ligands. In the second, a pentapalladium sheet adopts an edge-sharing triangle-trapezoid skeleton between two naphthalene rings. The compounds were characterized by x-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. The nature of bonding in the clusters was analyzed by quantum calculations.

The chemistry of metal sandwich complexes has developed intensively since the structure of ferrocene (C5H5)2Fe was elucidated in 1952 (1, 2). The motif now plays an important role in catalysis and materials sciences (3, 4). Most of the discrete sandwich complexes possess a mononuclear metal center between two small aromatic carbocyclic ligands, such as cyclopentadienyl or benzene (Fig. 1A). In contrast, compounds in which the carbon rings flank a monolayer of multiple metal atoms have not been isolated as discrete molecules, despite the fascinating implications of such layered sheet structure (Fig. 1B). The potential existence of these compounds was implicated by early observation of facial coordination of cyclopentadienyl or benzene ligands to triangular trimetal cores in a half-sandwich manner (5, 6). More recently, a Ni2(benzene)2 species was detected through mass spectroscopy in a mixture of Ni(benzene)2 clusters generated in the gas phase by laser vaporization (7). Stable structures of discrete metal monolayer sandwich compounds have also been discussed in theoretical studies (8). Moreover, formation of metal nanosheets between graphene layers has been observed through transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (9, 10), which further stimulates the search for this (carbon sheet)–(metal sheet)–(carbon sheet) interaction in discrete molecules.

We sought to prepare palladium compounds that adopt this layered motif. Palladium is one of the most versatile transition metal catalysts for transformation of organic and inorganic substrates (11). Although mononuclear bicyclopentadienyl- and bisbenzene palladium complexes are unknown, polyatomic palladium frameworks seemed likely to form stably between extended unsaturated hydrocarbon ligands, in view of the isolation of bisbenzene dipalladium complexes (12, 13) as well as the efficient formation of Pd sandwich chain compounds (14–16). Here, we report the successful isolation and structural characterization of two discrete metal monolayer sandwich compounds: [Pd4(C5H5)nClm][PPh4] (I) and [Pd3(naphthalene)2(toluene)][B(Alr)4] (4-toluen), where B(Alr)4 = B[3,5-(CF3)2C6H3]4.

The cycloheptatrienyl (Tr) cation [C7H7]+ has been widely studied as a transition metal ligand (16–18) but has rarely been used in palladium chemistry (19, 20). Surprisingly, the reaction of [Pd2(dba)3] (dba = 1,5-diphenyl-1,4-pentadien-3-one) and [C6H5][BF4] in the presence of [PPh3]2Cl afforded the bicycloheptatrienyl tril palladium complex [Pd3Tr3Cl2][PPh3] (I) almost quantitatively after 10 min (Fig. 2A). The product I was isolated as wine-red microcrystals in 72% yield after recrystallization from hot acetonitrile. The structure of I was determined by x-ray diffraction analysis (Fig. 2B). The triangular tril palladium core is sandwiched between two planar cycloheptatrienyl ligands. The Pd–Pd bond (2.745 to 2.789 Å) are within the range of normal Pd–Pd bond length (2.7). The two cycloheptatrienyl rings are slightly deviated from the mutually eclipsed position. Of the seven carbons in each ring, two, one and C12-C11 and C12-C13, are located within the bonding distance (2.15 to 2.28 Å) from Pd1 and Pd2 or Pd2 and Pd3, respectively. The remaining carbon sets, [C5, C6, C7] or [C8, C9, C14], are bound rather irregularly to Pd3 or Pd1, respectively, with the shorter Pd3–C6 and Pd1–C8 lengths and the longer Pd3–C5, Pd3–C7, Pd1–C9, and Pd1–C14 lengths. The C–C bond lengths of...
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Reports: “Detection, stimulation, and inhibition of neuronal signals with high-density nanowire transistor arrays” by F. Patolsky et al. (25 Aug. 2006, p. 1100). The trace for NW2 in Fig. 2C and the inset for NW49 in Fig. 4B were incorrect. Additionally, the IC trace in Fig. S4A was improperly plotted on the time axis. The corrected Fig. 2C is shown below with the replotted Fig. 2B. There are minor differences between the original and replotted versions of Fig. 2B due to export settings in the plotting software. Fig. 4B is shown below with the corrected inset. The replotted trace for Fig. S4A is now available in the Supporting Online Material for the Report. In the original Fig. S4A, the arrows showing current injection were misplaced; in the corrected version, injection is indicated by the region of more positive membrane potential. These errors occurred during the final production of the figures, and none of the results or conclusions of the paper are affected. The authors apologize for these errors in the published paper. In addition, the authors would like to clarify several points. (i) Detailed timing analysis was done from data files in IGOR Pro (WaveMetrics, Inc., Portland, OR), and not from composed figures. (ii) In Fig. 1D, the intracellular and nanowire signals were measured on different computers with small timing offsets between the data sets and were not intended to show precise relative timing. (iii) In Fig. 2F, the published scale bar refers to the scale of each individual trace; however, they are arbitrarily offset relative to each other for clarity. (iv) In Fig. 4B, data were measured sequentially after multiple stimulations, not simultaneously. (v) In Fig. S2, the baseline similarities between NW3 and NW5 are real and most likely caused by coupling to ground noise fluctuations and the use of similar lock-in amplifier parameters for data acquisition. (vi) In Fig. S6A, the neuron was stimulated over the course of four hours. However, the cell was impaled with the IC pipette only during the first and last several minutes of the experiment to confirm neuronal response and viability.